Climbing Hall Linz, Registration Form Minors
I acknowledge with my signature the following:
The climber makes use of the Climbing Hall‘s facilities at entirely his/her own risk!
I have read the hall rules and safety regulations and accept them completely (see back)!
I acknowledge with my signature, that neither the owner nor the respective operator of this climbing hall
can be held liable and/or responsible for any injuries of whatsoever nature howsoever arising as a result
of my activity in the climbing hall.
We would like to emphasize that courses can be booked at Climbing Hall Linz where you can learn all
skills, necessary for climbing safely and belaying correctly!
Please complete in full and print in neatly!
First Name: ______________________

Surname: _____________________________________

Postcode/City: ____________________

Street: _______________________________________

Birthday: _________________________

e-mail: _______________________________________

			
		

exclusively for Climbing Hall Linz, Newsletter

Pleae answer the following questions: 					

permission if  yes

1. Are you able to put on a harness or combined
harness correctly and self responsibly?				

 yes  no

toprope climbing

2. Are you able to tie in yourself self responsibly
using an eight?				

 yes  no

toprope climbing

3. Are you familiar with the proper use of your
belay device in connection with a waist or
combined harness for top rope belaying?				

 yes  no

toprope climbing

4. Do you master safe lead climbing techniques? 			

 yes  no

lead climbing

5. Are you familiar with all securing measures and
technical procedures as a lead climber?				

 yes  no

belay lead climber

If item 1, 2 or 3 negative, permission for bouldering only.

I was informed about the potential risks connected to climbing and declare to act at my own risk and
self responsibly as mentioned above.
Please consider that your partner must have minimum the same knowledge you have.
I am the parent/legal guardian of _________________________________________
and know the climbing skills of the respective minor. I am furthmore aware of the potential risks connected to climbing and declare, that above mentioned climber acts self responsibly only according to
above mentioned rules and given information.		
		

Date & Signature: ____________________________________

